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Let (X,, Y,) ,..., (X,, Y,) be i.i.d. rv’s and let m(x) = E( YI X= x) be the regression 
curve of Y on X. A M-smoother m,(x) is a robust, nonlinear estimator of m(x), 
defined in analogy to robust M-estimators of location. In this paper the asymptotic 
maximal deviation sup,, <, <, Im,(t) - m(t)1 is considered. The derived result allows 
the construction of a uniform confidence band for m(x). 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X,, Y,), (X2, Y,), . . . . (X,, Y,,) be a sequence of independent iden- 
tically distributed bivariate random variables with joint probability density 
function f(x, y). Let m(x) = E( Y 1 X= x) denote the regression curve of Y 
on X. Nadaraya [ 1 l] and Watson [18] independently proposed the 
estimator of m(x), 
Rt,*(X)=(?lh,)-’ f K((X-Xi)/Yi/[(nh,)pl f K((x-Xj)lhn)lT (lel) 
i=l j=l 
where K: R + R denotes a positive kernel function and h = h, is a sequence of 
bandwidths tending to zero as n tends to infinity. The Nadaraya-Watson 
estimator, m,*(x) can be considered as a local least-squares estimate, since 
m,*(x) minimizes 
H,*(O)=(nh,)-’ f K((~-Xi)/h,)(Yi-d)~ 
i= 1 
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with respect to 8. Equivalently, m:(x) can be viewed as a local average of 
those Y-observations with corresponding X-observation in a neighborhood 
of x. The size of that neighborhood is regulated by the bandwidth sequence 
iW- 
It is well known that the sample mean is highly sensitive to outliers. It is 
therefore expected that m:(x), as a local average of the Y-observations, 
may give rise of misinterpretations when outliers are present. A huge out- 
lier, for instance, may mimic peaks or bumps. Such outliers occur quite 
often in practice, see for instance Ruppert et al. [ 15, Fig. 21 or Bussian and 
Hardle [3]. 
In this paper we investigate so called M-smoothers, as considered by 
Hlrdle [5]. M-smoothers are nonlinear curve estimates and are implicitly 
defined as a zero (w.r.t. 0) of the function 
G,(0)=(t~h,)~’ f K((x-Xi)/h,) $( Yi-8). (1.2) 
Here I,G: [w + R denotes a bounded monotone, antisymmetric function. We 
call the M-smoother m,(x). It is shown in this paper that 
P (26 log n)“Z 
i [ 
sup r(t)~(m,(t)-m(t)J/~(K)1~2-dn <x 
OCfGl 1 1 
- exp( - 2 exp( -x)), 
n-rcc 
(1.3) 
where 6, r(t), L(K), d, are suitable scaling parameters. This result allows 
the construction of (asymptotic) uniform confidence bands for m(x). In a 
small Monte Carlo study (Section 3) the behavior of both m,*(x) and 
m,(x) is investigated when the data contains outliers, generated by heavy 
tailed conditional distributions of ( Y 1 X = x). 
The result (1.3) improves upon that of Johnston [9] in a number of 
ways. First, Johnston obtains results like (1.3), but for estimates different to 
the Nadaraya-Watson estimator (1.1); our result (1.3) applies to the 
Nadaraya-Watson estimator as a special case (set +(u) = u). Second, (1.3) 
holds for a much broader class of estimators. Finally, we obtain (1.3) under 
assumptions weaker than those needed by Johnston. 
The function + entering into the definition of the M-smoother m,,(x), can 
be chosen in various ways. For instance, the classical $-function 
$(U)=min{c:max{x, -c}}, c>o 
can be used [8]. In this paper we do not emphasize the choice of a par- 
ticular $-function; any of the $-functions to be specified below yields a 
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robust estimate m,(x) of m(x). The choice of a particular $-function 
depends on the kind of contamination model that is assumed to have 
generated the outliers. One possible contamination model and an adopted 
$-function thereof is described in Hlrdle [S]. 
As a footnote we would like to mention some related work. Stuetzle and 
Mittal [16] obtained bias and variance rates with K(u)=iIt-,, r](u) and 
Hardle and Gasser [6] showed some asymptotic properties of m,(x) in a 
fixed design setting. 
For the rest of the paper we will write h instead of h,. 
2. RESULTS 
The following assumptions will be convenient. 
(Al) The kernel K( .) is positive has compact support [ -A, A] and 
is continuously differentiable; 
(A2) (nh) - “‘(log n)3’2 -+ 0, (n log n)“2 h”* -+ 0, (nh3)-‘(log n)* < M, 
M a constant; 
(A3) h-3(log n) f ,-“,, O,fy( v) dy = 0( 1 ),fr( y) the marginal density of 
Y, {an>;= r a sequence of constants tending to infinity as n -+ co; 
(A4) info,,,, Is(t)1 2qo>0, where q(t)=E(yY’(Y-m(t))IX=t)f,(t), 
fx the marginal density of X; 
(A5) the regression function m(x) is twice continuously differen- 
tiable, the conditional densities f (y 1 x) are symmetric for all x; Y is 
piecewise twice continuously differentiable. 
Define also 
c?(t) =E(!P(Y-m(t))lX=t) 
H,(t)= (A-’ i K((t-Xi)/h) !P( Yi-m(t)) 
i=l 
D,(t)=(nh)-’ f K((t-X,)/h) ‘P’(Yi-m(t)) 
i= 1 
and assume that a2(t) and fx(t) are differentiable. 
Assumption (Al) on the compact support of the kernel could possibly be 
relaxed introducing a cutoff technique as Csorgii and Hall [4] for density 
estimators. Assumption (A2) has purely technical reasons: to keep the bias 
at a lower rate than the variance and to ensure the vanishing of some non- 
linear remainder terms. Assumption (A3) appears in a somewhat modified 
form also in Johnston’s paper [9]. When we want to apply the following 
theorem to the Nadaraya-Watson estimator m,*(x) we have to restate (A2) 
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as hp3Uog n) J,,, zo, y2f,(y) dy (which is assumption Al in Johnston [9]). 
Assumption (A5) asking for the symmetry of the conditional densities is a 
common assumption in robust estimation [S]. It guarantees that the only 
solution of f !P( y - . )f( y 1 x) dy = 0 is m(x) = E( Y 1 X = x). If we had skew 
distributions then we would no longer estimate the conditional mean but 
rather some different conditional measure of location. 
THEOREM. Let h = w’, 4 < 6 < f and 1(K) = ifA K’(u) du and 
d,, = (26 log n)lj2 + (26 log n))“’ 1og(c1(K)/n112) + i [log 6 + log log n]}, 
ifc,(K)=K2(A)+K2(-A)/[2A(K)]>O 
d, = (26 log n)l12 + (26 log n))1’2{log(c2(K)/2n)} 
otherwise with c,(K) = 1” [K’(u)]’ du/[2R(K)]. 
A 
Then (1.3) holds with 
r(t)= (nh)1’2q(t)[a2(t)fx(t)]-1’2. 
This theorem can be used to construct uniform confidence intervals for 
the regression function as stated in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of the theorem above, an 
approximate (1 -cc) x 100% confidence band over [0, l] is 
m,(t)+ (nh)-1’2[62(t)fX(t) A(K)]“2 
x q-‘(t)[d, + c(cr)(26 logn)-1’2] . [L(K)]“‘, 
where c(a) = log 2 - log 1 log( 1 - a)1 and S( t),fX( t) are consistent estimates 
fir @t),fidt). 
The proof is essentially based on a linearization argument after a Taylor 
series expansion. The leading linear term will then be approximated in a 
similar way as in Johnston [9], Bickel and Rosenblatt [ 11. The main idea 
behind the proof is a strong approximation of the empirical process of 
{(xi, Yi))l= 1 bY a sequence of Brownian bridges (with 2-dimensional time) 
as provided by Tusnady [ 171. 
It follows by Taylor expansions applied to the defining equation (1.2) 
that 
m,(t) - m(t) = (H,(t) - EH,(t))/q(t) + k(t), (2.1) 
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where [H,(t) - EH,(t)]/q(t) is the leading linear term and 
Mt) = Hn(t)Cq(r) - ~,(~)llC~,(~)~ q(t)1 + qMd~) 
+ fb”W - mw*. C~“(f)l -l 
.(nh)-’ i K((x-X,)/h) !r(Yj-m(t)+rf’(t)), 
i= 1 
bY( < b,(t) - m(t)l. 
(2.2) 
is the remainder term. In the third section it is shown (Lemma 3.1) that 
IIRIII =SuPoc,<l IR,(t)l =o,((nhlogn)-“2). 
Furthermore, the resealed linear part 
Y,(t)=(nh)“*[O*(t)f,(t)]-“*(H”(t)-EHn(t)) 
is approximated by a sequence of Gaussian processes, leading finally to the 
process 
Ys,.(t)=h-I’* fK((t-x)/~) dW(x), 
as in Bickel and Rosenblatt [ 11. 
We also need the Rosenblatt transformation [ 131, 
m, Y) = (F*,y(XlY), f-Y(Y)), 
which transforms (Xi, Yi) into T(X,, Yi) = (&, K) mutually independent 
uniform rv’s. With the aid of this transformation, Theorem 1 of Tusnady 
[ 171 may be applied to obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. On a suitable probability space there exists a sequence of 
Brownian bridges B, such that 
sup I&(X, y) - B,( T(x, y))l = O(n-“‘(log n)*) 
x3 Y  
a.s., 
where Zn(x, y) = n”*[F,(x, y) - F(x, y)] denotes the empirical process of 
{ Cxi, yi)}r= 1. 
Before we define the different approximating processes let us first rewrite 
Y,(t) as a stochastic integral with respect to the empirical process ZJx, y), 
YJt)=h-‘“g’(t)-“*[fK((t-x)/h) Y(y-m(t))dZ,(x,y), 
dw=~*wfxw. 
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The approximating processes are now 
where r,= {Ivl ~a,f,g(t)=E(IC12(y--m(t)).Z(lyl ~d~=~)~fx(~) 
Y,,.(t)= Mw”* [j H(t-x)/h) KY-m(t)) d&(T(X>Y)), F” 
{B, } being the sequence of Brownian bridges from Lemma 2.1. 
y2, n(t) = (k(t))- l’* 11 act - x)/h) WY -m(t)) dWn(T(x, Y)), 
F” 
{ W,,} being the sequence of Wiener processes satisfying 
B”(X’, y’) = WJX’, y’) - x’y’ W”(1, 1) 
y~..(t)=(hg(f))~l/*ff N(t-x)/h) WY-m(x))dWn(T(x,.Y)) 
F” 
Y4,At) = Mw”2 j gw*m -x)/h) dW(x) 
Y,,(t)=h-‘/*fK((I-x)/h)dW(x). 
{ W( .)} being the Wiener process on (- co, co). 
Lemmata 3.2 to 3.7 ensure that all these processes have the same limit 
distributions. The results then follow from 
LEMMA 2.2 Bickel and Rosenblat [ 11). Let d,,, A(K), 6 us in the theorem. 
Let 
Then 
3. PROOFS 
We show first that llR,II =supOc,<, IR,(t)l 
. . 
vanishes asymptotically with 
the desired rate (nh log n) - 1’2. 
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LEMMA 3.1. For the remainder term R,(t) defined in (2.2) we have 
I/R,, 11 = o,((bh log n)-‘12). (3.1) 
ProoJ First we have by the positivity of the kernel K and 1 !P 1 < Cl, 
1 
-1 
,frtf, 1 (P,(t)l .4(t)) { IlfJn II . 114 -D, II + IID, II . NH, II > . . 
+ Cl . J/m, - m/J 2 . inf l&WI 1 -’ . Ilf” IL osr<1 
where f, = (nh)-’ CyzI K((X-X,)/h). 
The desired result (3.1) will then follow if we prove 
IlH, (I = o,(n-1’2 h-1’4. (log n)-‘12) (3.2) 
l(q-D,II =~,(n-“~h-~‘~(logn)-~‘~) (3.3) 
IWH, II = 0th’) (3.4) 
Ilrn n -mJ12=o (( P n h)-1i2(logn)-1’2). (3.5) 
Define U,(t) = n1’4h1’4(10g n)1’2[H,(t) - EH,(t)]. We first show that 
U,(t) -G’ 0 for all t. This follows from Markov’s inequality since 
un(t)= f ui,n(t)3 
i= 1 
where U,,(t) = n-3’4h-33/4(logn)1’2[K((t - XJh) ul(Yi - m(t)) - 
EK((t -X)/h) . !P(y-m(t))], are i.i.d. rv’s and thus 
P(JU,(t)l >e)<C2n- “2h-“2(logn).h-‘EK2((t-X)/h) !P2(Y-m(t)). 
The RHS of this inequality tends to zero, since 
h-‘EK2((t-X)/h) Y”(Y-m(t)) 
=A-‘IK’((t-u)//z)E(y12(Y-m(t))( X=u)fx(u)du 
-0 ‘(t) .fx(t) .=j K2(u) du 
by continuity of a2(t) and fx(t). 
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Next we show the tightness of u,(t) using the following .moment con- 
dition [2, Theorem 15.61 
where C, is a constant. 
By the Schwarz inequality, 
WLW- u,(t,)l -lu,(h)- UnWl) 
G {EWnW- Wh)l’~ECW,)- W)l’)“‘~ 
It suffices to consider only the term E{ U,(t) - U,(t,)]2. 
Using the Lipschitz continuity of K, Y, m and assumption (A2) we have 
{ECU+ W~A121”2 
< ((log n)(nh)- 3'2 . E[A + B]2}1'2 
~C,(nh)-“~(logn)“~~t-t,)+C,(n-“~h-~’~(logn)”~~~t-t,~ 
<C,.It-r, 0 
where 
A= i K((t-Xi)/h)['Y(Yj-m(t))-Y(Yi-m(t,))] 
i=l 
B= i Y(Yi-m(tl))[K((tl-X,)/h)-K((t-Xi)/h)l, 
i=l 
and CA, C, are Lipschitz bounds for Y, m, K. 
Since (3.4) follows from the well-known bias calculation 
EH,(t)=h-'5K((t-u)/j)E(Y(y-m(t))lX=u)f,(u)du=O(h2), 
where O(h2) is independent of t [12], we have from assumption (A2) that 
)(EH, )( = o((nh)-1’2(log n)- 1’2). 
Statement (3.2) thus follows using tightness of U,(t) and the inequality 
II H, II G IIH, - EH, II + IIEH, II. 
Statement (3.3) follows in the same way as (3.2) using assumption (A2) 
and the continuity properties of K, !P', m. 
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Finally from Hardle and Luckhaus [7], where uniform consistency of 
m,(t) - m(r) is shown, we have 
llmn - ml/ = O,((nh)-“2(lOg n)“Z), 
which implies (3.5). 
Now the assertion of the lemma follows, since by tightness of D,(t), 
info.,.l [D,(t)1 +P q. and thus 
llRzII =Op((nh)-“2(logn)-1’2)(1 + IMI). 
Finally, by Theorem 3.1 of Bickel and Rosenblatt Cl], [If,, II = O,( 1); 
thus the desired result II&, (1 = o,((n/~)-“~(log n)-li2) follows. In the non- 
robust case, i.e., V(u) = u, the remainder term R, reads 
(3.6) 
where m,(x) = (n/z-’ C;= 1 K((x - X,)/h) Yi. 
Johnston [9] proved that (fi,- E&,)/f has the desired asymptotic 
distribution as stated in our theorem. 
So if we apply the recent result of Mack and Silverman [lo] or Hlrdle 
and Luckhaus [7] to Ilrn,* - m (1 and the well-known result from Bickel and 
Rosenblatt [1] to llfX -f, I(, we may conclude that the first term on the 
RHS of (3.6) is o,((nh)-“2(log n)-‘12). The second term in (3.6) is 
I f h-’ K((r-u)/h)~m(u)f(u)dz4-m(f)h~1JK((t-u)f(u)du f*(t) Ii 
which is by the same calculations as mentioned above [12] of the order 
O(/z2). This shows that our result generalizes Johnston’s paper. Our 
theorem says also that the confidence bounds are smaller. Johnston had 
s2(t) = E( Y2 ) X= t) as a factor for the asymptotic confidence bound, we 
have a2(t) = var( Y I X= t) which is in general smaller than s2(t). We now 
begin with the subsequent approximations of the processes YO, n to Y,. “. 
LEMMA 3.2. 11 Y,,, - Y1, n (I = O( (nh) - “2(lOg n)2) a...?. 
Proof: Let I be fixed and put L(y) = Y(y - m(r)) still depending on t. 
Use integration by parts and obtain 
A 
5 I 
0. 
= KY) K(u) dZ,(t - I’ .u, Y) 
u=-A y=-a, 
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= j”, jan 
--a, 
-L(-a,)jA Z,(t-h.24, -a,)dzqu) 
-A 
+W) ja 
[ 
Z,(j-h.&.Y)dUY) 
--on 
+ ,!,(a,) Z,J t - h . A, a,) - L( - a,) Z,( t - h . A, -a,) 1 
-K(-A) j’ 
[ 
L,(t+h.A,y)dL(y)+L(a,)Z,(t+h.A,a,) 
--a. 
-L(-a,)Z,(t+h.A, -a,) . 
1 
If we apply the same operations to Y1,. with B,( T(x, v)) instead of 
Z,,(x, y ) and use Lemma 2.1, we finally obtain 
sup h”’ g(t)“‘1 Ytf’,, - Y,, ,Jt)l = O((nh)-‘/*(log n)*) a.s., 
O<f<l 
using the differentiability and boundedness of $. 
LEMMA 3.3. II Y,,  n - Y2, n II = Op(hl’*h 
Proof: Note that the Jacobi of T(x, v) is f(x, y) hence 
I Yl, n(j) - y2, .(j)l 
= (q(t)&“* jjr~Il(y-m(j)K((j-x)/h)f.(x,y)dxdyl.lW.(l, 111. 
It follows that 
h - “* (I Y, n - Y2,Al < I W,(L 111 . ll~~“*II 
. sup h-’ 
Is M(Y -m(j)) K((j - x)/h) V-b, Y) dx 4. 041<1 r. 
Since II g ~ ‘/*(I is bounded by assumption and + is bounded, we have 
h - “* )I Y,, n - Y,.IIGIWn(l, l)l.C,.h-‘j(K((t-x)/h))dx=~,(1). 
LEMMA 3.4. (I Y2, n - Y,, n 11 = Up(hl’*). 
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Proof: The difference 1 Y,,.(t) - Y,, .(t)l may be written as 
kwh)-‘“JJyr” CIL(U-m(t))-ICl(.Y-m(x)l K((t-x)lh)dW,(T(x, y))l* 
If we use the fact that $, m are uniformly continuous this is smaller than 
h-l’* lg(t)ly2.0p(h) 
and the lemma thus follows. 
LEMMA 3.5. II Y,, n - Y,, n I( = Op(h1/2). 
Proof: 
IY4,n(t)- Y5,“O)l =h-1’2 1 {p#]“z- 1} K((t-x/h) dw(x)l 
< h - I’* 
If 
A W(t-hu) 
-A 
2 {[g(lgJt:u)ll’* - 1} K(u) dul 
+h-“* K(A) Fv(t-hA) {[“‘f-ghq’~*- l}l 
+h-“* K(-A) W(t+hA) {[““,::,‘“1”*- 111 
= SL J?(t) + s2, n(t) + s3, n(t), say. 
The second term can be estimated by 
h-1’2((S2,n(( <K(A). sup (W(t-Ah)(. sup h-’ 
0<t<1 o<r<1 
li[g(t-$y”‘- l]l; 
by the mean value theorem it follows that 
h - 1’2 II S,, ,, II = O,( 1). 
The first term S,,. is estimated as 
h-‘&.(t)= h-‘SA 
-A 
1 A 
-2j-- 
A 
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IIT2,,ll <C,.{A, IW(t-hu)Jdu=O,(l) by assumption on g(t)=a2(t). 
&(t). To estimate T, n , we again use the mean value theorem to conclude 
that 
hence 
llT~,.ll~G~o~~~~~~A IW(t-hu)K’(u)u/du=O,(l). . . 
Since S,.(t) is estimated as S,.(t), we finally obtain the desired result. 
The next lemma shows that the truncation introduced through {a, } 
does not affect the limiting distribution. 
LEMMA 3.6. I( Y,, - Yo, n )I = O,( (log n)- I/*). 
Proof. We shall only show that g’( t ) - “* h - “*jj R _ rn I& y - m(t)) 
K((t - x)/h) dZ,(x, y) fulfills the lemma. 
The replacement of g’(t) by g(t) may be proved as in Johnston [93. 
The quantity above is less than h-1/2 I(g-“*([ . (I{~~Ivl,o,j $(y -m(.)) 
K(( .-x)/h) dZ(x, y)ll. It remains to show that the last factor tends to zero 
at a rate O,((log n)‘j2). We show first that 
v,(t)= w3~P2~-1’2 /J(,.“,,.“, $(y - m(t)) K((t - x)/h) dZ,(x, Y) 
p”O for all t 
and then we show tightness of V,(t), the result then follows: 
V,(t)=(10gn”2(nh)-“2 f {~(Yi-m(t)z(I,I,,)(Yi)K((t-Xi)/h) 
i= 1 
- E$( Y( - m(t)) . z (,,,>..l(yi)1Y((t-X,)/h)) 
= i xn, At)3 
i= I 
where {xn, i(t)};= 1 are i.i.d. for each n with EX,,, i(t) = 0 for all t E [0, 1 J. 
We have then 
d suP K2(U) ’ (lo&? n)(nh)-‘EIl/2(Yi-m(t)) I{],! >a,)tYi); 
-AGu<A 
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hence 
where M, denotes an upper bound for $‘. This term tends to zero by 
assumption (A3). Thus by Markov’s inequality we conclude that 
V,(t) --% 0 for all t E [0, 11. 
To prove tightness of { V,(t)} we refer again to the following moment 
condition as stated in Lemma 3.1: 
E( I v,(t) - V,(~I) . I V,(b) - v,(t)1 > G c’ . (tz - f~)’ 
C’ denoting a constant, rE Ct,, t21. 
We again estimate the left-hand side by Schwarz’s inequality and estimate 
each factor separately, 
EC’n(t)- ‘~(~~)l*=(lOg~)(~‘)-‘E i yn(t, tl, J’i, Yi).Z,,y,>,,(Yi) I i=l 
- 4 yn(t, t, 3 xi> Yi) . I,,,, > a,} 
where yn(G 119 xi9 yi) = +(Yi - m(t)) K((t - X,)/h) - $(Yj - m(tl)) 
K((t, - X,)/h). Since $, m, K are Lipschitz continuous, it follows that 
~C7.(logn”2h-3’21r-r,I~ /&Jy)dy)“2. 
n 
It we apply the same estimations to Vn(f2) - V,(tl) we finally have 
E{lJW)- vn(t,)l . f'n(fz)- KWI) 
~C:e-c34~-31~-~A t,-4xj.>o )pdy 
n 
<C’.(t2-~t,12since f~[t,,f~] by (A3). 
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LEMMA 3.7. Let i(K) = j K*(U) d u and let {d, } be as in the theorem. 
Then 
has the same asymptotic distribution as 
(26 logn)1’2[:lI ~~..ll/C~~~~1”‘-~,1~ 
Proof: Y3,Jt) is a Gaussian process with 
EY,,.(t) = 0 
and covariance function 
r3(t1, f*)= EY,..(t,) Y,.(t*) 
= Cg(tl)g(f2)1-1’2h-1 ~~~“~*(4;-m(x))K((t,-xNh) 
x K((t2 - x)lh)f(x, Y) dx 4. 
= h-‘Cg(t,) g(t2)l-1/2 11 11/*(y - m(x))f(y 1x1 dyK((t, -x)/h) 
rn 
x K((f2 -xW)f&) dx 
= h-‘Mt,) g(t,)l -l’* 1 g(x) K((t, -x)/h) K((t2 -x)/h) dx 
where r,(tI, t2) is the covariance function of the Gaussian process Y,, Jt), 
which proves the lemma. 
4. A MONTE CARLO STUDY 
In a small Monte Carlo study m,(x), together with its uniform con- 
fidence band, and m,*(x), the (linear) Nadaraya-Watson estimator, were 
compared. The pseudo-random number generators GGUW for uniform 
rv’s in [0, l] and GGNPM for normal rv’s (both from the IMSL package) 
were used to generate bivariate data ((Xi, Y,));, , , n = 100 with joint pdf 
f(x, Y) =dY - m(x)) ILo, lj(x) 
g(u) = &P(Y) + A (P(u/9). 
(4.1) 
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We took m(x) = sin(nx) and used the kernel 
K(u) = a( 1 - U2), I4 G 1, 
= 0, (u( > 1. 
In Fig. 1 the raw data, together with the regression curve m(x), is 
displayed. The random variables generated with probability & from the 
longtailed pdf bq(u/9) (see (4.1)) are marked as squares whereas the 
standard normal rv’s are shown as stars. 
We then computed both m,*(x) and m,(x) from the data. The bandwidth 
was set to n-‘j4 x 4 and Huber’s $-function with a cutoff point of c = 0.2 
was used. In Fig. 2 the two estimators together with the uniform confidence 
band (according to the corollary) with 95% coverage probability is shown. 
The true regression curve and the confidence band are shown as fine dotted 
lines, whereas the robust M-smoothers are shown as a solid line and the 
Nadaraya-Watson estimate is displayed as a broken line. The raw data is 
overlaid with the same conventions as for Fig. 1, but note that some of the 
outliers are clipped since Fig. 2 has a different scale. At first sight m,*(x) 
has clearly more variation and has the expected sensitivity to outliers. A 
closer look reveals that m,*(x) for x z 0.55 even leaves the confidence band. 
It may be surprising that this happens at x ~0.55 where no outlier is 
40.0 0 
-15.0 
; , 
I) 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
J 
l.0 
FIG. 1. Raw data with outliers. The regression curve m(x)=sin(nx) and the raw data 
points. 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 6.6 1.0 
FIG. 2. Smoothed data with uniform confidence bands. The regression curve 
m(x)=sin(nx), the M-smoother m,(x), the Nadaraya-Watson estimator m,*(x), and 95% 
confidence band. 
placed, but a closer look at Fig. 1 shows that the large negative data value 
at xx 0.8 causes the trouble. This data value is inside the window (h x 4) 
and therefore distorts m,*(x) for xz 0.55, whereas the estimate ~230.8) is 
not affected since the positive huge outlier at x z 0.9 balances the sensitivity 
effect (symmetry assumption). The M-smoother m,(x) (solid line) is unaf- 
fected and stays fairly close to the true reression curve m(x). 
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